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scope of service

Support and supply for Bending Restrictor Pipe Joint (BRPJ) and Bending Restrictor Sleeve (BRS) projects.
Bends created in conformance with the strain and ovality criteria regardless if soil indentation occurs, 

free spans and high spots are crossed. Applicable with S Curve, J Curve and reeling installations.



bending restrictor pipe joint - BRPJ

The BRPJ forms an integral part of the pipeline 
ensuring conformance with bending strain and ovality criterium.
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bending restrictor sleeve - BRS

The BRS ensures conformance with bending strain criterium with an annuls 
to the pipeline sufficiently large to allow passing of insulation and anodes. 



example bend capabilities 

DNV-OS-F101 allows up to 5% strain with the additional requirement P 
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bending restrictors have a long history

Cold bending of pipelines using bending restrictors were performed in 
the South Pass area of the Gulf of Mexico in the early 1970-ties. 

Technology is a development with the additional advantages of controlling the ovality of the pipe.



cold bending is common practice

The design criteria for this method are the same as for cold bending 
of pipelines using the Reeling, S Curve and J tube installation methods.

Facilitates omnidirectional bending in conformance with strain and ovality specifications.
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installation at escarpment

Excessive bending moment causes deformation of the pipeline when crossing obstructions.
The same excessive bending moment induces controlled bending by including bending restrictor units. 

Progression of the bending increases the support angle resulting in the moment decreasing necessitating
applying external loads such as concrete mattresses, which are left in place for hysteresis reasons.
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installation across channels

Optimized with one to three bending restrictor assemblies. 
External weight and or volume of water added in the sag bend to achieve the profile 

during the installation phase when additional pipeline length is created. 
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Natural free span length 

Free span lengths reduced   



horizontal deviation

Expansion loop and change in direction achieved through the heading of the installation vessel

Host 
or

Manifold
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horizontal displacements at mudslides

Bending takes place if movement occurs 

Direction of Mudslide 

Horizontal restraint installed 
subsequent  to the pipeline 
installation

Bending restrictor installed 
during pipeline installation
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bending restrictor pipe joint - function
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- Collars C transfer compression forces by closing of gaps when the pipeline compresses.
- Collars D transfer tension forces to collars B.
- Collars E transfer tension forces when the pipeline elongates in tension. 
- Annulus between collars C and the pipeline A is sufficient to facilitate continuous bending and 

control of the ovality of the pipeline. 
- The section modulus of the collars are added to the pipeline when the slots and gaps close 

resulting in discontinued yielding.
- Components shown in green are of pipeline grade and red of high strength material.
- Length of pipe section A is selected to conform to the selected bend angle and strain level.

D E AB C



bending restrictor pipe joint - design
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‐ The BRPJ is designed for the maximum moment when crossing an obstruction or required to bend the 
pipeline to the chosen strain level.

‐ Additional BRPJ are joined in series or as extended lengths depending on the profile of the obstruction. 
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bending restrictor sleeve - function 

When crossing an obstruction by reeling the pipeline is bent one additional cycle to 
loading and straightening during the installing process. 

Annulus is designed to accommodate passage of insulation and anodes.

B C

- Collars transfer tension forces by closing of gaps A 
- Collars transfer compression forces by closing of gaps C
- Collar B is an extensions containing an inflatable packer or spring-loaded friction connection for 

conveyance to the seabed
- Component shown in green represents the pipeline and red of high strength material
- All components corrosion coated with thermal spray aluminum (TSA)

A
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implementation

The two functions of the BRPJ are to control the ovality and the bending strain the latter which is 
independent of the water depth but controlling the ovality is.

The function of the BRS is to control the bending strain only as it is used with reeled pipelines, which  
are designed for meeting the ovality criteria under the applicable hydrostatic pressure. 

BRPJ is used with reeling in cases where increased bending is required in combined with large
hydrostatic head.

The initial phase of designing and testing confirms that the design criteria are complied with. These 
activities are identical to all components used in the offshore industry assuring acceptability for 
inclusion in a project.

The remaining activities of the implementation are part of the installation phase where the 
procedures used are common practice.
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Courtesy Chevron

common procedures used during installation of brpj 

- Prefabricated BRPJ is added to the pipeline on the installation vessel the same as common pipe joints
- Locating the BRPJ in the pipeline make up is governed by a long baseline acoustic array identically to 

terminating a pipeline
- Accuracy of ±1 meter achievable plus consideration for meandering of the pipeline
- Moment experienced during the installation phase induces the bending
- Final profile if required is achieved by placing weights at locations with the alternative of including a 

volume of water in the sag bend.
- Weights are left in place for hysteresis reasons.



creating increased pipeline length during installation

Volume of water contained with a pig is added in the sag bend to achieve the final profile.
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installation procedure

Locating BRPJ and BRS in the pipeline assembly

- Transponder placed at location for bending
- Pipeline marked at A when on installation vessel
- ROV with transponder located at A when resting on the seabed
- Distance between A and the bending location determined to an accuracy of ±1 m
- BRPJ and BRS located at the same distance from A by measuring the added pipe length
- Contingency for meandering of the pipeline during the installation and placement   

tolerance is considered

A



bending restrictor sleeve - installation

BRS suspended at the pipe overboard location with the pipeline passing through. 
Inflatable packer or spring-loaded friction connection engaged at the required location 

for conveyance of the BRS to the seabed.
Series of assemblies can be interconnected and spaced to fit the profile to be crossed. 
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crossing of obstructions possible in great depths

achieving shorter routes 
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solution offers contingency measurers

Including crossing of seismically active areas such as the 
interface of the African and European tectonic plates.



solutions for shore approaches obstructions and spanning
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solutions for pipeline displacements

The risk of unacceptable compressive stresses dynamically imposed due to lateral 
pipe displacement at faulting seabed, sediment movements and seismic activities. 

Including BRPJ and BRS at high risk locations provide remedies for loadings.
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pipeline solutions offer 

- Cold bending of submarine pipelines in any plane up to the maximum 
allowable strain criterium achieved during the installation phase. 

- The bending takes place at the seabed during the installation operations when 
additional length required to follow an undulating seabed is created. 

- Solutions are applied as a remedy when crossing seabed obstructions or  
environmental conditions, which otherwise require preparatory or remedial work.

- Benefits are realized when crossing escarpments, achieving a shorter direct route, 
contingency for mudslides, shore crossings and when short radius turns. 

- Contingency for collapsing seabed results in bending at predetermined criteria and 
alleviates interruption of production.



Ocean

We thank you for your interest and are looking forward 

to participating in your projects

www.oceanfloat.com
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